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1980s INFLUENTIAL DESIGNERS

Modernism

 Postmodernism

American  
(& European)  
Modernism

Victorian Era 

Arts and Crafts Movement


Art Nouveau

Frank Lloyd Wright


The Four (Glasgow School)

Vienna Secession


Deutscher Werkbund 

Pictorial Modernism 


Plakastil

Art Deco


Constructivism

DeStijl


Bauhaus

Jan Tschichold (The New Typography)


Isotype

International Typographic Style (Swiss Style)


Modernism in America

New York School


Paul Rand

Corporate Identity and Visual Systems


The Conceptual Image

Introduction to Postmodernism


Early Postmodernism

Postmodernism


New Wave and Grunge

Contemporary Design

Post-postmodernism

HIGH 
MODERN

Terms
• Pluralism 
• Fragmentation 
• Subjective 
• Construct (noun) 
• Appropriation 
• Deconstruction 
• Decontextualized (or Re-contextualized) 
• Kitsch

MODERNISM (watch again)

"want to challenge audiences and force them to ask questions" What is MODERN?

▪ Not contemporary 
▪ Began to break rules and push boundaries,  
   but did so with a utopian faith in the future 
▪ Goal of a universal form 
▪ Belief in the uniqueness of the individual,  
   creativity, originality, and artistic genius 
▪ Abstract mode of expression over narrative,  
   historical, political content 
▪ Disdain for cultural kitsch and  
   middle-class sensibilities 
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"like a giant social cattle prod compelling society to question  
why things are the way they are…and why they aren't."

What is POSTMODERN?

▪ All knowledge is mediated by  
culture and language (“social constructs”) 

▪ There can be no universal form in a  
 pluralistic world 

▪ Skepticism to the point of complacency 
▪ Fragmentation and indeterminacy 
▪ Recycling of earlier forms 
▪ “New” no longer a goal 
▪ High culture and trashy on same level 
▪ As open as possible to interpretations 
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What is POSTMODERN?

▪ All knowledge is mediated by  
culture and language (“social constructs”) 

▪ There can be no universal form in a  
 pluralistic world 

▪ Skepticism to the point of complacency 
▪ Fragmentation and indeterminacy 
▪ Recycling of earlier forms 
▪ “New” no longer a goal 
▪ High culture and trashy on same level 
▪ As open as possible to interpretations

Modernist graphic design style:  
simple, restrained, orderly, static, exclusive, abstract, pure, 
reduced, harmonious, systematic, integrated 
 
Postmodernist graphic design style: 
complex, excessive, chaotic, dynamic, inclusive, vernacular, 
contextual, expanded, dissonant, random, fractured 

No More Rules : Graphic Design and Postmodernism, Rick Poyner
Meggs’ History of Graphic Design, Philis Meggs

Pro 
“It was a sign that design was beginning to break from its 
moorings, question its commitment to rationalism and 
determinacy and take on increasingly unfixed and open-ended 
new forms.” Much more expressive. 

Con 
“It’s like listening to six radios playing at once, each with a 
different station. This is not charged complexity; it is noise.” 

No More Rules : Graphic Design and Postmodernism, Rick Poyner
Meggs’ History of Graphic Design, Philis Meggs
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1970s - EARLY 80s MUSIC/STYLE INFLUENCE 

British 
Punk 
Rock

PUNK MUSIC 
INFLUENCE

• DECONTEXTUALIZING the powers of the media  
(as Pop Art had done) 

• Antithesis of harmonious, tasteful professional design



Punk music concert posters, late1970s

PUNK MUSIC 
INFLUENCE

• DECONTEXTUALIZING the powers of the media  
(as Pop Art had done) 

• Antithesis of harmonious, tasteful professional design 
• Ripped apart newspapers, etc. to “turn it back on itself” 
• Question the status quo (like punk audience)  
• Urban folk art, anyone can do 
• Legibility not a concern (underground “gets” it)

http://punkmusic.about.com/od/punk101/a/punkhistory2.htm

http://punkmusic.about.com/od/punk101/a/punkhistory2.htm

Jamie Reid 
God Save the Queen (first draft) 
UK, 1977

Jamie Reid 
God Save the Queen 
Single album cover 
UK, 1977

Jamie Reid 
God Save the Queen 
UK, 1977



Jamie Reid 
Anarchy in the U.K. album cover 
UK, 1976

Cliff Roman 
Concert Poster 
UK, 1977

Frank Edie 
Concert Poster 
UK, 1978

• UNDERGROUND  
• PUNK MUSIC : USA & UK 

• BRITISH NEW WAVE MUSIC - DESIGNERS 
• BARNEY BUBBLES 
• PETER SAVILLE 
• MALCOLM GARRETT

 
1970s - EARLY 80s MUSIC/STYLE INFLUENCE 

British New Wave Music
▪Eclectic in inspiration and pluralistic in its  
 application of style. 

▪Asserts the designer’s freedom to  
 ‘make a statement’ using his/her own tools,  
 on his/her own terms. 

• UNDERGROUND  
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• PETER SAVILLE 
• MALCOLM GARRETT
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Barney Bubbles
• (born Colin Fulcher) 

• Barney Bubbles was an English graphic artist  
whose work encompassed graphic design and  
music video direction.  

• “Bubbles, who also sketched and painted privately,  
is best known for his distinctive contribution to the 
design practices associated with the British 
independent music scene of the 1970s  
and 1980s.”

Barney Bubbles
• Barney Bubbles defined the look of the British 

psychedelic movement of the ‘60s, then seemed to 
recede from sight.  

• He resurfaced a few years later, helping to establish 
the aesthetic of British punk, then did the same for 
post-punk (new wave).  

• So, why isn’t he remembered in the same way as 
Saville and Garrett?  
• Bubbles signed almost none of his work – and, 

when he did, he utilized an arsenal of assumed 
identities, each equally absurd and non-sensical.

https://www.loudersound.com/features/barney-bubbles-the-man-who-designed-the-70s
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Barney Bubbles  
1960-70s

Barney Bubbles (Colin Fulcher) 
The Ian Drury Songbook 
1979

Barney Bubbles 
The Ian Drury Songbook 
1979

Barney Bubbles 
Ian Drury & the 
Blockheads 
Album Cover 
1979

Barney Bubbles  
Elvis Costello & the Attractions 
Armed Forces album art 
(splashed paint version) 
1979

Barney Bubbles  
Elvis Costello & the Attractions 
Armed Forces album art 
1979



Barney Bubbles  
Elvis Costello & the Attractions 
Armed Forces album art 
1979

Barney Bubbles  
Elvis Costello & the Attractions 
Inside Sleeve 
1979

https://www.loudersound.com/features/barney-bubbles-the-man-who-designed-the-70s

• Barney Bubbles was very important, and massively 
inspirational to me. I never met him, but I think of  
Barney just as a true, genuine, intuitive talent.  
He was the real deal. 

• I was at school with [fellow designer] Malcolm Garrett and 
Malcolm was really into Hawkwind – this was about 1970 or 
’71. And through the covers of Hawkwind I was seeing the 
work of Barney Bubbles. 

• The album cover was the principal means of visual stimulation 
for our generation. Unless you came from a very informed or 
privileged family background, contemporary art or even 
fashion were not things you would know much about.  

• But album covers were a remarkably important gateway to 
information, for any kind of  
visual avant-garde.

https://www.loudersound.com/features/barney-bubbles-the-man-who-designed-the-70s
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“
“

• In the 60s Barney was in the midst of things, here in 
London. Then he transitioned between hippie and punk. 
He was a genius... 

• But it was Elvis Costello’s Armed Forces (1979) that really 
got me. It’s an act of contemporary kitsch, like a mash-up 
that we are familiar with in digital culture.  

• The elephant is a visual quote from David Shepherd, a 
famous wildlife artist who made a fortune painting iconic 
African scenes. The originals sold for thousands of 
pounds, but also they were reproduced as prints in really 
significant numbers. It’s in a certain kind of middle-class 
living room across the world. So along with using proofing 
strips, Jackson Pollock, splash paint, Constructivism, along 
with everything else, Barney throws in a bit of David 
Shepherd. It’s really off the wall, and incredibly modern.
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“

“

• All these things are the visual equivalent of sampling. 
They are quotes.  

• That elephant is profoundly ironic, and irony is almost 
entirely dependent on some kind of reference.  
It’s also educational.  

• What Barney was doing was sending me off to make 
sure I knew the references, and I know from talking to 
people over the years that my own work had the same 
influence on my fledgling audience. They became more 
interested in visual culture and graphic arts.

https://www.loudersound.com/features/barney-bubbles-the-man-who-designed-the-70s

“

“
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https://eilidhscottmarketinghnc.wordpress.com/2018/10/01/peter-saville/

Peter Saville
• As a founding member and art director of the legendary 

independent British label Factory Records, he 
accessed a mass audience through pop music, best 
exemplified in the series of record sleeves he created 
for Joy Division and New Order between 1979  
and 1993. 

• His radical designs seemed to break all the rules: 
• Omitting information about artists or titles  
• Fundamentally questioning modes of consumption 

and communication. 
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Peter Saville  
New Order “Blue Monday” album cover, 
1983

Peter Saville  
New Order “Power, Corruption, and Lies” album cover, 
1983

Peter Saville  
New Order  

“Power, Corruption, and Lies”  
track listing 

1983

Peter Saville  
New Order “Movement” album cover, 
1981

Peter Saville  
New Order “Substance” album cover, 
1987



Peter Saville  
Joy Division "Unknown Pleasures” album cover, 
UK, 1979

Peter Saville  
Joy Division ”Substance” album cover, 
UK, 1979
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Malcolm Garrett and Linder Sterling 
Buzzcocks “Orgasm Addict” album cover  
1977

Malcolm Garrett  
Buzzcocks “Love Battery” poster 
1978

Malcolm Garrett  
Buzzcocks, A Different Kind Of Tension  
US Promo 
1980

Malcolm Garrett 
album covers, 1980s
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1980s INFLUENTIAL DESIGNERS

• MEMPHIS DESIGN GROUP : MILAN, ITALY 
• GRAPUS : PARIS, FRANCE 
• DEBORAH SUSSMAN : USA 
• WOLFGANG WEINGART : SWITZERLAND 

• DAN FRIEDMAN : USA 
• APRIL GREIMAN* : USA  

• CRANBROOK ACADEMY OF ART* + KATHERINE MCCOY : USA 
• NEVILLE BRODY : USA 
• PAULA SCHER* : USA 
• LOUISE FILI : USA
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1980s INFLUENTIAL DESIGNERS • MEMPHIS was a Milan-based collective of young 

furniture and product designers led by the veteran 
Ettore Sottsass.  

o It was named ‘Memphis’ after the Bob Dylan 
song Stuck Inside of Mobile with the Memphis 
Blues Again. (Other than that, the group and 
style have nothing to do with Memphis, TN) 

o After its 1981 debut, Memphis (Design Group) 
dominated the early 1980s design scene with  
its postmodernist style.

http://italychronicles.com/memphis-clocks/

Christoph Radl 
Memphis logos 

Italy, 1983

• The collective was quickly joined by designers from 
all over the world like Masanori Umeda (Japan), 
Peter Shire (US), George J.Sowden (UK), Nathalie 
Du Pasquier (France), Martine Bedin (France), 
Gerard Taylor (UK), and many many others…

http://italychronicles.com/memphis-clocks/

Furniture by Memphis design group 
Italy, 1983

• The Memphis design movement encapsulated 
post-modernist design in the 1980s by challenging 
perceptions of ‘good design’ through their gaudy 
ornamental and decorative products.   

• The Memphis design group produced many 
memorable pieces of colorful, bright, and 
innovative furniture, lighting, and textiles,  
and even clocks.

http://italychronicles.com/memphis-clocks/ https://www.dailyartmagazine.com/memphis-design-group/



The Memphis group’s Carlton bookcase The Memphis Group’s superlamp

• The group themselves did not create that much 
directly for graphic design other than their own 
identity. BUT others appropriated the style.  

• It’s even making a HUGE comeback in  
recent years!

http://italychronicles.com/memphis-clocks/

https://d3ui957tjb5bqd.cloudfront.net/uploads/2016/04/Memphis-Design-Pin.jpg

THE MEMPHIS STYLE

https://image.freepik.com/free-vector/memphis-style-discount-background_23-2147600502.jpg

THE MEMPHIS STYLE • The Memphis design movement was a reaction to the 
slick, black, humorless design of the 1970’s,  
with its minimalist design of typewriters, buildings, 
cameras, cars, and furniture; all of which were visually 
similar and, in the eyes of the Memphis group 
members, devoid of personality and individualism. 

• In contrast, the Memphis movement produced bright, 
colorful, shocking pieces, which reflected the era 
perfectly. Though plenty of design-watchers at the 
time (the movement began) considered their 
products tasteless, they were ground-breaking.

http://italychronicles.com/memphis-clocks/
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cameras, cars, and furniture; all of which were visually 
similar and, in the eyes of the Memphis group 
members, devoid of personality and individualism. 

• In contrast, the Memphis movement produced bright, 
colorful, shocking pieces, which reflected the era 
perfectly. Though plenty of design-watchers at the 
time (the movement began) considered their 
products tasteless, they were ground-breaking.

http://italychronicles.com/memphis-clocks/
Dec. 20, 1982 New York Magazine article about Memphis-Milano 



https://sneakerbardetroit.com/adidas-originals-select-collection-memphis-group/

THE MEMPHIS STYLE 
2014

• MEMPHIS DESIGN GROUP : MILAN, ITALY 
• GRAPUS : PARIS, FRANCE 
• DEBORAH SUSSMAN : USA 
• WOLFGANG WEINGART : SWITZERLAND 

• DAN FRIEDMAN : USA 
• APRIL GREIMAN* : USA  

• CRANBROOK ACADEMY OF ART* + KATHERINE MCCOY : USA 
• NEVILLE BRODY : USA 
• PAULA SCHER* : USA 
• LOUISE FILI : USA

 
1980s INFLUENTIAL DESIGNERS 

Grapus and Pierre Bernard 
1982 French Grapus Exhibition 
Poster, Adolf Mouse,  
Au Musée de l’affiche 

France, 1982
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1980s INFLUENTIAL DESIGNERS 

both students of Weingart
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1980s INFLUENTIAL DESIGNERS 

Wolfgang Weingart 
Kunstkredit 

Exhibition Poster 
Switzerland, 1977 

Weingart
• His expressive work grew out of Swiss Style. 

o He even studied under Emil Ruder and  
Armin Hoffmann! 

• Wolfgang Weingart is regarded as the  
“enfant terrible” of modern Swiss typography.  

o As early as the mid-1960s he began to break the 
established rules. He liberated letters from the 
corset of the right angle, spaced, underlined or 
reshaped them and reorganized typesetting.

http://www.typetoken.net/publication/wolfgang-weingart-weingart-typography-museum-of-design-zurich-%E2%80%94-my-way-to-typography-lars-muller-publishers/

Wolfgang Weingart 
Switzerland,  

1970s – early 1980s 

http://www.typetoken.net/publication/wolfgang-weingart-weingart-typography-museum-of-design-zurich-%E2%80%94-my-way-to-typography-lars-muller-publishers/

“I try to teach students to view typography from all angles:  
type must not always be set flush left/ragged right,  
nor in only two type sizes,  
nor in necessarily right-angle arrangements, 
nor printed in either black or red.  
Typography must not be dry, tightly ordered or rigid.  
Type may be set center axis, ragged left/ragged right, 
perhaps sometimes in chaos.”  

- Wolfgang Weingart

http://www.typetoken.net/publication/wolfgang-weingart-weingart-typography-museum-of-design-zurich-%E2%80%94-my-way-to-typography-lars-muller-publishers/
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Weingart
• With an insatiable appetite for experimentation, 

Weingart applied wholesale renewal of typography 
through his posters and radical cover designs for the 
Typographische Monatsblatter magazine while 
teaching at the Basel School of Design.  

• His courses and Yale and around the world have 
earned him an international reputation.” 
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Wolfgang Weingart 
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Dan Friedman, 
TM Magazine Cover 
Typografische Monatsblatter 
1971



Dan Friedman 
The Yale Symphony Orchestra  
Poster, 1973

Dan Friedman 
Yale University School of Art & Architecture 
Application, 1971
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April Greiman 
Cover of California Institute of Arts Viewbook 
1979

April Greiman and Jayme Odgers 
WET magazine cover, 1979

April Greiman and Jayme Odgers 
CalArts poster 

1978

Greiman*

THE NEXT PART ABOUT GREIMAN  
JUMPS AHEAD ALMOST A DECADE!!!!

April Greiman 
Design Quarterly #133  
“Does It Make Sense?” 

1986

• In 1984, the Macintosh was making an unsteady entry 
into the design market.  
* Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator not until 1987.

http://www.aiga.org/medalist-aprilgreiman

• In 1984, the Macintosh was making an unsteady entry 
into the design market.  

• Most designers were skeptical of—if not completely 
opposed to—the idea of integrating the computer 
into design practice, perhaps fearing an uncertain 
future wherein the tactility of the hand was usurped 
by the mechanics of bits and bytes.  

• A visionary few, including April Greiman, recognized 
the vast potential of this new medium…

http://www.aiga.org/medalist-aprilgreiman



• Rather than the standard thirty-
two-page sequence, she 
reformatted the piece as a 
poster that folded out to almost 
three by six feet.  

o On the front is an image of 
Greiman's digitized,  
naked body amid layers of 
interacting images and text.  

o On the back, colorful 
atmospheric spatial video 
images are interspersed with 
thoughtful comments and 
painstaking notations on the 
digital process— 
a virtual landscape of text 
and image. 

http://www.aiga.org/medalist-aprilgreiman http://www.aiga.org/medalist-aprilgreiman

• Beyond considering whether digital technologies made 
sense, the Design Quarterly poster seemed to embody the 
disillusionment of a nation deeply wounded by the 
Vietnam war and shaped by the growth of feminism, 
spiritualism, Eastern religion, Jungian archetypes, and 
dream symbolism.  

• “Does It Make Sense?” was also an astounding technical 
feat. The process of integrating digitized video images and 
bitmapped type was not unlike pulling teeth in the early 
days of Macintosh and MacDraw.  

• The files were so large, and the equipment so slow that she 
would send the file to print when she left the studio in the 
evening and it would just be finished when she returned in 
the morning. 

http://www.aiga.org/medalist-aprilgreiman
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• BEFORE the appearance of “Does It Make Sense?” 
designers widely considered bit-mapped type and 
imagery not only unorthodox but unacceptable, 
straying too far from the clean, crisp precision of the 
International Style.  

• The computer itself was viewed as cold and unfriendly, 
wildly expensive, and a harbinger of the demise of  
fine design.  

• AFTER the publication of Design Quarterly #133, many 
designers felt compelled to reconsider the role of the 
computer in design practice.  

• Greiman's willingness to ask the question, and to place 
it at the center of the design community, triggered 
countless debates about computers, context,  
and creativity.
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1980s INFLUENTIAL DESIGNERS Katherine 

McCoy

• Katherine McCoy focuses on communication design, 
design criticism, and graduate design education.  
• She began her work at Unimark International,  

an influential interdisciplinary American design firm. 
• There she had the opportunity to build on her 

industrial design education, assimilating  
Swiss-school graphic design form and method 
from Unimark’s European design staff, and 
participating in projects combining corporate  
identity, interior, exhibition and industrial design. 

Katherine McCoy 
The Graduate Program  
    in Design poster 
USA, 1988



Katherine McCoy 
Fluxus Selections Exhibition Poster 
1989
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Allen Hori 
Typography as Discourse 
USA, 1989

Cranbrook Academy of Art 
Output magazine cover 
USA, 1992

Cranbrook Academy of Art 
Output magazine cover 
USA, 1992

“Cult of the Ugly” 
by Steven Heller, Eye Magazine 

Summer 1993

Stefan Sagmeister 
AIGA Detroit and  
Cranbrook Academy of Art poster 
USA, 1999
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1980s INFLUENTIAL DESIGNERS 

Neville Brody
• British designer 
• Gained recognition in the early 1980s art directing  

The Face magazine and designing record covers for 
bands like Depeche Mode. 
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1980s INFLUENTIAL DESIGNERS MEGGS:  

“The New York approach to retro began with a small number  
of designers, including Paula Scher (b. 1948), Louise Fili  
(b. 1951), and Carin Goldberg (b. 1953).  

They rediscovered earlier twentieth-century graphics, ranging from 
the turn-of-the-century Vienna Secession to modernist – but 
decorative – European typefaces popular during the two decades 
between the world wars.  

Their approach to space, color, and texture is often personal 
and original.  

Unorthodox attitudes about the accepted rules and 
regulations of design and typography permit them to take risks 
and experiment by exuberantly mixing fonts, using extreme 
letterspacing, and printing type in subtle color-on-color 
combinations.”
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Paula Scher
• Paula Scher is one of the most influential graphic 

designers in the world.  
• Described as the “master conjurer of the instantly 

familiar,” Scher straddles the line between pop culture 
and fine art in her work. Iconic, smart, and accessible, 
her images have entered into the American vernacular.

https://www.pentagram.com/about/paula-scher
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• TIMELINE PROJECT

I have graded 
A through D.

DISCUSS.




